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FRATTINIAN CONSTRUCTIONS 
Jarmila LISX, Praha 
!• Introduction. In accordance with [1] and [3], we 
define the Frattini sublattice of a lattice as the intersec-
tion of all its maximal sublattices and we denote it by 
$ ( L ) • if there is no maximal sublattice, we define 
$ ( L ) -= L (by a maximal sublattice, here a maximal proper 
one is meant). So we have the analogue of Frattini's con-
struction, very well known in groups ([23, p.156), 
We use these symbols and assumptions: 
fh (respo w ) signifies the symbol for the intersec-
tion (resp. for the union) of sets. Further, icuttJirf... J 
(resp. {cu9 Jtr9.,, $L ) denotes the set consisting of cu, Jtrf.„ 
(respo the sublattice generated by the set £cu 9 &, ... 1 )o 
We assume that 0 is a lattice and that the axiom 
of choice holds. 
We *shsll often use the following assertions: 
Let L be a lattice. Then 
(i) i%H,(L)}L\ 3HX,(L) S §(L) &Uv)wL(n) 
(cf. [3], Lemma 2; Iho (h) means the set of all irredu-
AMS, Primary: 06A20 Ref. 2. 2.724.8 
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cible elements of L , L C u ) > or resp. L (n ) , means 
the set of all u -reducible, or n -reducible elements 
of L ). 
(ii) $>CL)« C x U x € L ) & C V T £ L , 4 T , x } L . . L « > i T ? L « L ) - l 
(ef.12}f p.156). 
2. pirect prô uĉ  
Let L., L* be lattices, L^ x L^ bs their direct 
product. Generally, it is not true that $CL.x Ln)^$^)x$CL)# 
We shall introduce some conditions which permit to go over 
to the decomposition of the Frattini sublattice formed for 
the direct product of lattices. 
Theorem 1. (a) Let L^, L a be lattices and let any 
maximal sublattice U of L, x L„ be of the form M ss 
i d. 
« A x B where A is a sublattice of L„ * B is a sub-
1 ' 
lattice of Lz . Then $ CL^) x $ CL2) S f a ^ L ^ ) , 
(b) Let for any maximal sublattice M,* of L^ and 
for any maximal sublattice Ji* of L« the lattices Jl x 
x Lg and L. x Ji. be maximal sublattices of L4 x L* , 
Then 
fcCL^x $CL2) 2 SCL^xL^) . 
Proof. 1) Let c * Cc^e,-,) c $CL^) x $ C L 2 ) and 
e ^ C L,. x L 2 ) , By (a) there exists a maximal sub-
lattice H of L^ x h2 9 c £ M such that JH « A x B . Sin-
ce M is maximal in L * L,- x L* * it must be either 
it * A x L 2 where A is a maximal sublattice of L^ f 
or )l * L ^ B , B being a maximal sublattice of L« «• 
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Let M •* A x L2 where .A is a maximal sublattice of 
L^ • Since c ^ M - A x L ^ C ^ A , c^4§^L^) -a con-
tradiction. 
2) Let us suppose (b). If c ^ $ (L^) , then there ex-
ists a maximal sublattice M^ of L^ such that Ĉ  4 J--L # 
By assumption* JA. x L^ is a maximal sublattice of L *• 
For any element Jh,2 ot L2 we have C c , ̂ v2) + ̂  x L^ 
and it follows that Cc, ,Jh,a) 4 $ C D * Thus $ C L) c 
S $(!,,, )x $CL 2) . 
Corollary. If the conditions (a) and (b) hold, then 
$ CLJ x $CL2) m $CL^ x L2) . 
Definition. Let L be a lattice. We shall say that L 
satisfies the X -condition for the element ir f if there 
exists a maximal sublattice X of L which does not con-
tain Xr and which contains some Jl/^ 9 Jt/^ such that Jlr «c 
< Sir «-c Jtr2 . 
L satisfies the X -conditiona if L satisfies the 
X -condition for any element of L ̂  $ C L) * 
Lemma 1. Let L1 , L% be lattices* Sir e L2 9 L 2 sa-
tisfying the X-condition for the element jGr, Then 
QlLj *L2) S ^ x (L2^ tJlrl) . 
Proof. L4 « 0 - trivial. 
We assume L^ + 0 5 X 9 ̂  , &2 are used in the same 
sense as in the definition. We shall show that Crt,^) 4* 
4* $ CL. x L > whenever C #, ^) # L4 x CL^^C^rl) , 
It is sufficient to show that there exists a proper sublat-
tice T of L x L2 having the property -JT, Cx,/̂ )}̂  HL <r 
» L„j x L^ . In our case we can take T .=* L. x X (clear-
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l y , L^ x K !p L^ x L2 ) , (x, AA,) * (a,, kr) for a r b i t -
rary element cu of L , . We shal l easi ly verify tha t 
4L„ x K , (cu, Xr)}. . s L , x L , ; Indeed, l e t CJ&,xc) e 
e L . x L ^ be a rb i t r a ry . As K i s a maximal subla t t ice of 
L 2 s
n<* ^r ^ X , then AA, = £<x t... 9 x ^ ) where f 
i s a l a t t i c e polynomial in L^ and #.,."? ^ ^ € K ̂  IJlrl. 
Then < ^ , 4^0 » £V/ j^ , ,*.... # ^ ) where f' i s the same l a t -
t i c e polynomial as f , but in L^ x L5 , y,^ » (J&, x^) , 
I m <f ,. m,, a% , If x^ #- £r , then c lear ly (,fe, j i J e L ^ X j 
i f x^ » i r 9 then Cfc,, J&-) =- ((My, J^) u (a,, £r)) n <k,,\)f 
i . e . < At, Xr)e{L1*K, (a,, Jtr)iL HL 5 so (k,, AA,) € 
c * L , x K , f o . , * > J S M L t , 
Theorem 2. Let L1 , L 5 be l a t t i c e s , l e t L 2 sa t i s fy 
the X -condi t ion. Then § CL^ x L^ ) S L, x # CL^ ) . 
Proof follows by Lemma 1. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 i s the following: 
Corollary 1. Let L 2 b© a chain without 0 and 4, L^ 
being an arbitrary lattice. Then $>(Lj x Lfi ) -» j? -
Corollary 2. For an arbitrary lattice hi and any dis-
tributive lattice L^ without 0 and 4 
&a„xL4) eL^ja.) . 
Proof. We shall show that L^ satisfies the X -con-
dition. Let us suppose that this is not true, i.e., that 
there exists an element Jbt e L*\$ C L a ) such that for any 
maximal sublattice K of L a which does not contain Jbr f it 
is either K £ L 2 N £ *r > , or K S L ^ N C ^ J * Say that 
e.g. K S Lx\ Itr) . 
In this case there is clearly an element A^ of L^ such 
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that ir <c irj , since Jbr^ dp K,-CX.,i^J, « L^ , and hence 
Ĵ  e 4K ,Aj | L . By distributivity of L 4 , one of the 
following cases i s necessarily true: 
1) ly m fy u k/ for some jfc, c X , 
2) ir = ir̂  r\ 4* for some Jfc A K , 
3) ir«Ci^uJfe)nJto for some k» , H e K 
and it is easy to check that we obtain a contradiction in 
each of these cases. 
By A x B «- B x A , it is immediate that the 
following assertion holds: 
Theorem 2*'• Let L^ be a lattice satisfying the X -
condition, L^ be an arbitrary lattice. Then 
$CL^ K L 2 ) E $C L , ) x L a . 
It is possible to obtain similar results from Corol-
laries 1 and 2. 
3« L -sum 
Let L be a lattice with the partial ordering £ u 
and lattice operations uL , n L , A S 0/ov CL ) a possibly 
empty set, *&l » EL^l CUB A 3 a family of pairwise disjoint 
lattices which are all disjoint with L 5 if cu « A , the 
partial ordering in L ^ is denoted by ^ ^ , the lattice 
operations are denoted by u a , n ^ # 
Denote K = C L \ A ) V) WA L- and define a bina-
ry relation ^ in K ; 
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f x , r ^ c L , then x *-SL <y. $ 
x, ^ c L^, a c A , x -*<*, -v > 
x , ^ c X , x-£< «̂«->< x c L ^ r ^ c L ^ a ^ i r c A , a-4-ir, a ^ ^ $ 
j * *--*«,,<£* L \ A , a , « A , a , ^ L ^ • 
Lx t L ' v A ^ c L ^ ^ e A , x &L a, . 
The relation &. i s a partial ordering* X i s even 
a la t t i ce with operations u } n • we shall describe 
x u ty, x n ty for x II ̂  ; 
x,/y.eX; xll̂ >< 
[XU/^ 
J \ x, <ţsL } 
f * u - * l x « Ł в , ч * -**, *. freA.a* Л> ; 
l a л f c l r j 
L y-a, n f c ф j 
We shall ea l l the l a t t i c e X the L -sum of the fa­
mily <VL and we denote X by S. CL« I a. c A ) . I t repre-
sents a generalization of L -sum defined in [33. 
Now, l e t L be a l a t t i c e with 3*/t< f L ) 4» # ; we can 
ask i f * C S L C L ^ l ^ c 0 w C L W ) - f C D *JU>A §(L^) 
let.[3J, Lemma 2) . 
As we assume that 0 ia a l a t t i c e , this i s not in general 
true, which can be demonstrated by Fig.l* 
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Fig. 1 
o Є *e 
é> 0 
"Ь 9 ^Лr * 4>(L) -[0f{\ X i s the L -sum of La 
$CK) - 0 . 
However, we can show 
Theorem 3. Let L be a lattice, A s $*& CL ) and let 
La- 4» 0 be a lattice for all a> e A . Then 
$ C £ L C L J a e A » « $CL) it*^ *CL a) . 
Proof. Denote X •» SL, C L^ I a c A ) . 
First we shall describe all maximal sublattices of X . 
1) Let M be a maximal sublattice of L and A C M . Then 
M' m S M CL^ I a e A ) is a maximal sublattice of X by 
the definition of the binary operations on X * 
2) Let -N be a maximal sublattice of Lfy -*or some fr c A . 
Then H » 2, CL' U e A ) is again a maximal sublat-
tice of K where for any element a, m A , a 4* <&" - there 
is L a • L«, and L^, -» K , 
3) The maximal sublattice of a different type does not exist: 
If At is a maximal sublattice of X f let us denote 
L^ » .M fa L^ for a c A , 
B * ( M ^ L ) <u> C a l c t e A . I ^ + ^J , 
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i . e . , Hi m 2 0 C L ' « , l a « A <*B> • 
Let * c X N. i i be a rb i t r a ry , then SJt > «* JK * X . 
a) If x € L , then < J A , * I K - « B ^ V
S A ) t ^ J J ^ l ^ 
and t h i s implies B i s a maximal subla t t ice of L and 
for a l l 0/ c A L^ -** L' a • 
b) If x c Ljfc, for some Xr e A , then ifi, x i% » 
» « B , * I L \ A ) « J l ^ *>r a l l 
a, c A , a, 4 Sr , we have L ' a » L a , L >
 i s « maximal 
aubla t t ice of L ^ and <3f&}u» L . 
In the case a), the maximal sublattice is of the sa-
me type as in 1), in the case b) it is of the same type as 
in 2). 
How we obtain immediately: $ ( S L CL^ lacA))*$CL)«itu 
<x,mA ̂  *• 
Corollary. Let [ L ^ U c I 1 be a family of latti-
eea. Then 6 C+.L-) * 4* $CL») (where 4- denotes the 
-IcJ* ill * 
ordinal sum). 
Proof. The ordinal sum is a special case of the L -
sin for a chain L . In 13] this corollary follows immedia-
tely from Lemma 2, but it is true also provided some of the 
lattices are empty, for . + L. », + L' where 
J » l & \ i . m l , L i , » 0 1 . 
*• The Frattini hull and some of its properties 
Khee-Meng Koh showed in his interesting paper [33 that 
for eaeh lattice L , COJVCL(h) 2r 4 there exists a 
lattiee K such that 4>CK) = L . Evidently, it is 
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true also for the lattice L •» 0 . 
We shall show here a generalization of Khee-Meng Koh's 
construction, which gives some stronger results. 
Let L be a lattice with a partial ordering s-r , 
lattice operations U L » n. and Ca/ui (L) 2 2 , 
We add two new elements a,^(ir)% a,*(&) to L for 
all Ca,ir) c <0£ such that if Ca,ir), (c,cL) c <0£ , (o,,^)* 
-4« <c,ct) , supposing a^C-fr), a^fAO, c^(d)f c^d) pairwi-
se different* We obtain a set 
K---L ty> la>i(2r) 14/ * 4,2 , (a,ir) e <6fc 3 . Let us introduce 
two unary operations: For x e K we define x or x in 
the following way: 
1) X m X sr X if X €. L ; 
2) x » cu, x m Sir if x * o^CAO for some (a<9tr) e *€t , 
I m 4,2 . 
Let us define a binary relation .-==K on X i 
X, ty, € K , x ^ K a}, 4==.==-> if x » ty or x *=L 2T • 
Evidently, &„ is a partial ordering in X . X is even 
a lattice with lattice operations U K > ̂ K , *&ich are de-
fined as follows: If x, /y.. € X , X -=K ̂  1 then x uK ^ -** 
» 4, , x r»K ̂  - x j 
if x II <$, , then x u K ^ * x u L ^ , x n K ̂  -=? x rs^ty, • 
Theorem 4« Let L be a lattice with toJtd, (L) as 2 . 
Then there exists a lattice K which satisfies the follo-
wing claims: 
(i) L is embeddable in X , ( i i ) L - * X ( u ) » . # X C n ) , 
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(iii) $ ( X ) - L . 
Proof can be given by the investigations of the latti-
ce K constructed for ^l « [(o,,^)! (ctjir) e 3 , 
a + <£(L) /vet Jb> * $ ( L ) 3 . 
Evidently, the claim (i) is true. 
(ii): If x c X \ L , then x € J*/t (K ) j if x € 3wt CL) , 
then x ^ $ (L) , i.e., there exists ^ c L such that 
either Cx, /y.) € *6t or (tyfx) a *0fc . In this case x + 
4 3vt/ ( X ) and (ii) is also true. 
(iii)z K\L s ^ ( K ) s X \ $ a ) , i.e., f (X) S L . 
I f x c L , x 4 ^ - v ) , then there is a maximal sublattice 
M of X such that x 4 -M. » but then x + $ ( L ) for 
x 4 M- ̂  L and 1A ̂  L is a maximal sublattice in L . 
By the choice of <0£ , ;x m i Ixjv (X )?K \ it^ (X) £ $ (X ) - a 
contradiction. 
Remark. 1) If the following supplement (iv) is added 
to the hypothesis of Theorem 4, 
(iv) every proper sublattice of K can be extended to 
a maximal one, 
it is possible to choose ^ » 2) (cf.£3], Th. 3). 
2) Sometimes it is possible to take <0l» t(afJlr)\ a, , 
ir € L, 0/ >—k >&• 3 (for instance, when for each element 
X of L there exists an element n^ with x >-» n^ or 
nj, >—L x )• 
Definition. Let h be a lattice. We shall call the 
lattice X Frattini <VL -hull (or only Frattini hull) 
of L , iff X is formed from L by the introduced con-
struction for this P̂t and the claims (i),(ii),(iii) are 
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true in X . 
Theorem 5. Let L be a lattice with COKCL C.L) > 4 > 
let K be its Frattini hull. If L has seme of the pro-
perties 
(1) the lattice satisfies the D.C.C.; 
(2) the lattice satisfies the A.C.C.; 
(3) the lattice is finite; 
(4) the lattice is complete; 
(5) the lattice is complemented, 
then X has the same property. 
Proof. 1) Let D.C.C. be true in L , let 
(•) y-, >K q,a >K ... > K ej^ > K *.-
be a descending chain of elements in X , then 
(*+) 3& *L £a *»• *" *L %& *>. "* 
is a chain in L ; 
^ti m ^t+i iff there exists an element * of L such 
that 
(•••) ^ * *£ (4fy^ ) for j . m A or £ m 1 . 
Evidently, there exists a positive integer cm such 
that'the chain "(ft) has just rm different elements; ac-
cording to this and to (+++), the chain (+) does not con-
tain more than £m elements. 
The ease (2) can be demonstrated similarly. 
3) Let L be a finite lattice, then Sb is alao a fini-
te set and hence X ia finite. 
(4) Let L be complete and let M. be a subset of X • 
Denote by H the set C x e X I ¥ fy e M f ^ K x ] . 
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If (a) H A it * ft , than COKXL (H /I% At) « A , i . e . , 
H /ft M « C ^ 3 end K ia the aupremum of M in J i 
i f (b) H /ft .M * 0 , denote / 1 ( H ^ \ L ) by jfe,. Wa 
ahall ahow that H ia the supremum of M in K * Actual* 
l y , JC e IA -»» V#y- e H x .£K # -=> 
~ > ¥ ^ € K x &L njr = ^ * -£-L %v -==*> x *s£ K H • 
further, i f « € K , ¥ x e .M x -s*K # , than: 
Vx € Ji x *iKx &L £.***>%. &H —» Jb **L & »•+ h, d*K & * 
(5) Let L be a complemented lattice, * e L and let x 
denote a complement of the element *x * 
For y . e K wa ahall distinguish the following cases: 
If (i) ty 4s 4 9 then (<£)' ia a complement of ̂  in X j 
if (ii) /q, 4, 0 , then Cy*)' is a complement of /̂  in X • 
if (iii) n£ sz 4 and ,£ » 0 ,, i.e. /^.* ̂  C0) QT 4^(0) f 
than 4^(0) is a complement for i, CO) in JC * 
f * 
Thi8 completea the proof of Theorem 5. 
Remark. Let L be a lattice with CaJuL(h) 2s &0 f 
let K be it8 Frattini hull. Than taKcL(h) ** COHXL (K.) . 
Lemma 2. Let L be a lattice with CaxcL (h) :> -2, K^ 
be it a Frattini 3 -hull, K a be ita Frattini ft -hull 
for ^ #- 5) . Then X ̂  is not isomorph to K a . 
Corollary. For each lattice L , CcuuL(h) ** 2 , there 
exist at least two Frattini hulls which are not isomorph. 
Let L be a lattice with CcuuL (h) > \ . Denote L 
by CL/0 ., the Frattini hull of L by CL\, C C L ) ^ ) , by 
C L ) ^ for arbitrary positive integer m, , auppo8ing all 
Frattini bulla constructed in the same way. It means e.g. 
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that C L)^ ia the I*attini <iflt -hull of L for ^ -
- C C*, Ar) | a., ^ « L , ^ - < t <* 3 , CL)2 i s the Frattini 
W^ -hull of C D for ^ 2 » CCc,<i) I c ^ c C L ^ f i - < ^ e J 
and so on. 
oo 
We define CL>^ -» fcJJ CL)m as a l a t t i ce where the 
partial ordering is determined by 
x, /y. € (D^ , x & <y~ « = » Bai such that x , ^ e C L V 
and x * a , 4 , . 
Let * denote the transitive closure of the follo-
wing relation e in (L)^ ; 
x, nj, e CL)^, x € ̂<3-«f> 3/n, *Sr 4,x € CL)/rt,^e CL^-x-^or x.*^ 
( X ., x mean the elements corresponding to x under the 
unary operations defined on the Frattini hull of (Iv)̂ .̂  )•> 
Theorem 6. Let L be a lattice with COKCL (D => A , let 
for all x j A^ e L , x «*-:L ̂  there exist x , ̂ s L such 
that x—cLx^ -s= L ̂ | — < L ^ an<* let each Frattini ^ -hull 
be of this type: 
«T s CCa,>)ia,^ e C L ) ^ , Jtr-<<L^a, 1 . 
Then $CCD<*) -» f L ) ^ . 
Proof. Let a e CL)^,\ $ CCD^ ) , i.e., there exists 
a maximal sublattice .M in ( D ^ such that a, # -Ml . Clear-
ly, a e ( D ^ for some positive integer rev and there is 
some ir e CD^ such that cu —«Ca) ir or ir—<a) a, say 
ir—<,.* a,,then ou » a,. C&O u a-A Cir) and therefore e.g. 
o^CA-) ̂  Jd • If an element /y, e (D& such that 
/̂  * o^Cir) or ^ *= â CjJr) is contained in 11 , then 
)J s L \ I where X* La, o1(A')3 ̂ £x Ix €(D^, x̂ ofCA')3 . 
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But each element * of X \ La3 does not belong to 
{CL\ X) to/ ZalicDa, f especially, %(&>) £ <M9a>icu^ -
a contradiction*. 
Then a^ (Jtr) and the elements /y*, n^ # a^Ci^are not 
contained in M and we again obtain a contradiction in 
the same way* 
5» Iterations of the Frattini sublattice and the first 
problem off [3J 
Let L be a lattice and oe and ordinal number* Deno-
te by $°(L) the lattice L » We shall proceed by trans-
finite induction in defining ^ C L ) » #C$*"*a» if ot - 4 
exists and ^(L) m (fn $^CL) for oc limiting ordinal. 
We shall say that X is a submaximal sublattice of 
L of the order 0 iff X » L , We shall call X the 
submaximal sublattice of L of the order or 4- 4 iff one 
of the following cases takes place: 
Case I« K is a maximal sublattice of a submaximal subla-
ttice of the order oc . 
Case II* There is no maximal sublattice in every submaximal 
sublattice of the order oc and X is a submaximal sublat-
tice of the order oc 
Finally* X is said to be a submaximal sublattice of 
L of the order oC where oc is a limiting ordinal iff 
X a* tfti X ' where X' range over all submaximal sublatti-
ces of the orders ft <-- oc . 
We denote by JJ^CL) the family CX I X is a subma-
ximal sublattice of .L of the order oc 1 and we define 
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^ C L ) - K . f ^ X a > . Evidently, $CL) « $1 C D * tf CL) , 
We shall call $
oC
CL) (reap. $K(L) ) the iterated 
Frattini sublattice of the order oc and of the type 
$oc,CL) (resp. $*CL) ). The sublattice ^(L), m- e _N , 
has been defined in [3I. 




 and any ordi­
nal number oc 
<b*(Li + L2) « f^L,) + $*CLa) , 
9mCh^h2) m $«(!<<)+ $«CL 4) . 
Remark. For any positive integer m. there exist lat­
t i ces L , M such that Q"- CL) + 0 , ^^(h) ** 0 and 
fc*<M> + * , ^ CJi) « 0 . 
In fact, i t i s sufficient to take L a* (L/)m, where L i s 
the chain with CO/UPI CL') ** 2 and JA * L ^ i s the l a t t i ­
ce of Fig.2. 
Fig. 2 
- И M 
According to Fig.2, it is possible that there exist 
mt
7
 /n, positive integer such that ^-^CL)-* &n+.1CL)4- 0 
and §^CL) « # . 
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However, it is not true in the case of the iterated 
Frattini sublattice of the type $**CL) , as it can be 
deduced from the following consideration; 
It j$<coc and §(*(L) ~ $*(L) , then $**CL) con-
tains no maximal sublattice and therefore $^(L) « $r(L) 
for all f > ft . 
In [3], the problem 
"Does the sequence L 2 $ C L ) 2 $*CL)2-*« always termi-
nate?" is formulated. 
Consider first that if L is a set, then the index 
set I of ordinal numbers such that L % X^ % **. % AL % •*- > 
L € I satisfies CcvtdL CI) 4k OOJULCL) . 
It is obvious that there exists an ordinal number oc 
such that $**CL)~$r(L) for all <% > cc . But it is not 
certainly true that there always exists an ordinal number 
oc such that $*(L) •» 0 * Indeed, let us observe the 
lattice JC of Fig*3 (which has no maximal sublattice) or 
the L -sum of this lattice JC where L is the lattice 
of Fig. 4 and the element * is replaced by JC 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 (cf. [ЗJ, for Ù»uL(L)<< *0 ) 
Evidently, for the second construction the following 
claim is satisfied: For any ordinal number ac there ex-
ists a lattice H such that: ifoc^fh^f , then 
$^CH) $ $ r C H ) , but for all ordinal numbers cf 
i^CK) + 0 . 
A similar assertion holds for the iterated Frattini 
sublattices of the type ^ ^ C L ) , i.e.: For aa arbitra-
ry lattice L there exists an ordinal number <*> such 
that fc^CL) « ̂ C L ) for all (& :> ot -
Suppose it is not true, then there are ordinal numbers oc , 
f& such that CaJvcLCL)m *fy j*^ & cc <*• ft and 
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cJ^CL) -*-$/* C D , Then there necessarily exists a submaximal 
sublattice K of L of the order (I auch that for each 
submaximal sublattice X.' of the order or & ao the in-
clusion X c X' implies K | I' . 
Let us have the sequence of submaximal sublattices X G 
of L ©f the order u with X^ -» X : 
L « K 0 3 ^ 2 - 2 Tfiv 3 ... . 
If there exist two ordinal numbers f ^ , f2 with f̂  < fa 
and X- a K{ t then X« «• Xf for a l l § ? > £ , , therefo-
re i t i s X^ $ X^ f© r a 1 1 <% i <f% f <%«£ c% & ac and sin-
ce COKGLCL)* $s ^ *<r+<i ** ^ i t gives a contradiction 
by the above remark. 
Summary. Let L be a la t t i ce with CaJtcL CD -=- ,K^ 
Then there exist ©rdinal numbers cc^ , oc^ such that oc:̂  
oca -£ *<r+4
 a n d f o r ^ ^ fi ^ °°jf $> ^ C L) = <]AL ) , for 
any y -> oc^ ^ CD -= $ r <!*) « 
» 
*2. 
$• The lattice of all sublattices of a lattice 
In this chapter we shall assume that L is a nonempty 
lattice. 
The lattice of all sublattices of L is denoted by 
*6Z C D , its lattice operations are denoted as follows: 
A u s B = 4A,B?L, A n s B * A ^ B . 
tfX C D is a complete lattice with the least ele-
ment 0 and the greatest element L . Bach sublattice A 
such that COHXL (A) m \ is an atom of ifX, (L) and to 
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every atom of VI CL ) there corresponds a sublattice 
which consists of one element. A similar relation is be-
tween the maximal sublattices and the dual atoms of 
JttCL) . 
In this section we shall study the Frattini sublatti-
ce of L as an element of <J£ CD . 
Evidently, if #ECL) is complemented, then $CL.) 
is empty, but the converse does not hold, as it can be seen 
from Pig. 5: There exists no complement to the marked sub-
lattice A in *#£CL) though $ C L ) is empty. 
Fig. 5 
'A'' 
If X is a complete lattice, let us denote KAJ&CX*)** 
• O am, (cf.t4]) (if there exists no element mt s K 
rtn.~< A 
such that im—< 1 , «« pet toaaLCK) m \ K Obviously* 
*<*d, CSKCt)) m $ C L ) . 
We shall call an element ^ of a lattice JR. with the 
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greatest element 4 amul'x i£ Jk u Jtr 41 4 for all M, 
of M f k, + 4 , It is immediate that ±t Jh ^ Jh and k, 
is small, then %v is also small. 
Theorem 8. Let L be a lattice. Then 
$ CL)» >uuL(&(L))*UstA IA is small in SKCD3 , 
Proof. Clearly, if A is small in <3l(L) , then 
A 55 # C L ) . Let 3 2 A for all A small in <£l(L) , 
i.e., ihiL & 3 for all iML small in 2KCL) . As 
$CL) » th,KJh,lL is small in $Z(L)1, $ C L ) is 
contained in B * 
§(L) is not necessarily small in i£i(L) as it 
can be seen from Fig. 3* 
Corollary 1. Let L be a latice. 
If A is a sublattice of L and A is small in 
<M(L) , then A S $ C L ) . 
If moreover nacUSStCD) is small in S&CL) , then 
A is small in #£CL) iff A is a sublattice of |>CL) . 
Corollary- 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
1) SEE C D contains a small element different from 
0 f 
2) >uul(<M(L)) * 0 , 
3) $CL) * 0 • 
7. ff*f interaicttpn of qljL m ^ *&*&$ P-f fi lattice 
Let L be a lattice, let us denote $I(L) -* L if 
there exists no maximal ideal of L and <$ICL)** /R.M 
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otherwise, where M are maximal ideals of L -
In this chapter we shall compare the sublattices 
§ C D and $ICL) . $ I C L ) has completely different 
properties than $ C L) , as it can be seen from the com-
parison of the corresponding assertions. 
Lfemmft 1- Let L1 , L% be lattices, L 2 being non-
empty. Then 
fclCL,, * L 2 ) - L< + $ I C L a ) . 
Corollary. 1) If L is nontrivially decomposable in 
an ordinal sum, then $ I C L ) is nonempty. 
2) If L is a chain, then $ 1 C D is empty iff 
COKCL C D ^ 4 . 
3) If L is a lattice with Ca*d,CD :> *i such that 
every descending chain of reducible elements of L is fi-
nite, then $ I C L ) is nonempty. 
Remark. For every lattice L there exists a lattice 
X such that $ I C K ) •» L . We can take, e.g.,X « L 4- L' 
where L' is a singleton. 
Theorem 9a Let L^ , L 2 be lattices. Then 
j f i a 4 H L t ) . * i < V * # I C L 2 ) 
Proof. It i s sufficient to realize that 
a) I i s an ideal of L i * L 2 i f f I s l x l ^ where 1̂  
i s an ideal of \, f I 2 i s an ideal of L± , I4 -» 
*C.x C L ^ I S - J C L J such that Cx, *y,) c I 1 , l% ** 
* - l 4 j , € L J l i 3 . % e L,, such that C x , ty ) m I 1 . 
b) I i s a maximal ideal of L1 x L a Iff I « ^ K I 2 
where either 1A -= L4 and I% i s a maximal ideal of L^ 
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or 1̂  i s a maximal ideal of Li and I2 3 h1 . 
Theorem 10> Let L be a la t t i ce with 4 , Then $J(L) 
i s empty i f f for a l l to, e L , to, + 4 there ex i s t s an e le -
ment to, m L , h 4 4 auch that to u to, m A . 
Proof. Let C ^ , ^ . . . . ] denote the ideal generated 
by the set t a ^ ^ , . . . ] , Let JfceL, *i ,44 , to, ei $ICL) . 
Hence, there exists a maximal ideal I in L such that 
C X 9 Jfe 1 « 4 . Then there exists an element to m I each 
that to, v to,m \ , to, 4? \ , because of I 4 L . 
Let Jb 4 4, Jt 4 4 , ,b u .4* » 4 .Then *b e> C*, ] and 
C C J t l ^ i i l s L , By Zorn's lemma, there ex is ts a maximal 
ideal l0 such that to 4 I0 and CJ* J £ I . 1Q i s even a 
maximal ideal of L , hence h 4r$IICL). 
The proof of the following lemma i s immediate: 
Lemma 4 . Let CoiuiCL) -> 4 , L be a la t t i ce sat is fy-
ing A.C.C. Then I i s a maximal ideal of L i f f 1" Co,] 
for some dual atom ct . 
Corollary. Let L be a la t t i ce satisfying A.C.C. and 
ta>uL C D -> 4 . Then $ I C D - lto\ A i s swil l in L 3 . 
If in addition L i s a complete l a t t i c e , then 
<$1CL) m lto,\ to, i s small in L 1 m CtoadLCDl . 
ficafil* If ^ ia small in L then H v a, *L 4 for a l l 
dual atoms, i . e . , to, & a, and so ^ e $ K L ) . 
If ^ • $ 1 C L ) , then to, & a, for a l l dual atoms, i . e . , 
to, i s small* 
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If L ia complete, then $ 1 ( L ) ~ G\ (a,lm (KXUKWI -
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